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MIXED HODGE STRUCTURES
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FOUAD ELZEIn'
Abstract. The theory of Mixed Hodge Structures (M.H.S.) on the cohomology of
an algebraic variety A'over complex numbers was found by Deligne in 1970.
The case when X is a Normal Crossing Divisor is fundamental. When the variety
X is embedded in a smooth ambient space we get the Mixed Hodge Structure using
standard exact sequences in topology. This technique uses resolution of singularities
one time for a complete variety and 2 times for a quasi-projective one.
As applications to the study of local cohomology we give the spectral sequence to
the Mixed Hodge Structure on cohomology with support on a subspace Y.

Introduction. The theory of Mixed Hodge Structure (M.H.S.) on the cohomology
of algebraic varieties was found by Deligne in 1970 [H II, H III]. The construction of
Deligne consists of reducing to the case of the complement of Normal Crossing
Divisors (N.C.D.) by using simplicial schemes and descent theorems on cohomology.
We present a new construction of M.H.S. which consists of reducing to the N.C.D.
case using desingularization and the fundamental exact sequence in cohomology
between the cohomology with compact support in an open subset, the cohomology
of the ambient space and the closed complement. In this way we avoid the
construction of simplicial resolutions of varieties in order to obtain the M.H.S.; we
need to apply the desingularization process one time for projective varieties, and two
times for quasi-projective varieties.
The article is divided into two independent parts. In the first part we work directly
on cohomology in as elementary a way as possible, and we need only the results of
[H II]. In [H III] Deligne has introduced the concept of Mixed Hodge Complex
(M.H.C.). In Part II we show that our methods give a construction of such
complexes. We provide in this way many spectral sequences giving rise to M.H.S. In
§0 we construct Mixed Cones of M.H.C. In §1 we recall the fundamental and
elementary cases after [H II] and [G]. In §11 we lift the duality at spectral sequence
level between M.H.S. of a N.C.D. and its complement to the complex level. This
kind of construction is essential for our methods.
In §111,we give the basic constructions of M.H.C. in detail for projective varieties.
Lemma III. 1.2 shows how we obtain canonical M.H.S. from noncanonical constructions on complexes. We give complements to the proof in the Appendix.

I started working on this subject in Spring 1979 at Mittag-Leffler Institute, where
Verdier told me that he is convinced that the M.H.S. on the cohomology of a variety
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X with support at an isolated singular point should depend on the normal bundle of
the exceptional divisor in a desingularization of X. We study this question in the last
paragraph, where we show the dependence on the normal bundle at the spectral
level. The M.H.C. we construct depend only on an analytic neighborhood of the
singularity. Discussions with Deligne and Verdier have been of great interest.
This paper is presented in such a way that we do not ask the reader to know about
simplicial schemes. The idea of splitting it in two parts came to me after the deep
and constructive criticism of the referee.

Part I. Mixed Hodge Structures
We assume here the construction given by Deligne in [H II] of the M.H.S. on a
N.C.D. (see [G] also, and Part II of this paper, §1). Let Xbe a smooth variety and i:
Y ^ X a closed embedding, j: X — Y -» X the open embedding. We construct the
M.H.S. on the cohomology of Y using the exact sequence

To simplify proof and notations, we consider the proper case. Indications on the
quasi-projective case will be given in Part II. There is no essential difference between
the two cases.

M.H.S. for a complete variety.
1. Hypothesis. Suppose the variety X above is proper, and consider the diagram

T ^
Pyl

x'

i-

[p

Y ^

X

x' - r
}lpX-y

L

X-Y

where X' is a smooth variety, p a proper morphism, Y' = p~\Y) is a N.C.D. in X\
and the restriction px_ Y oí p is an isomorphism.
2. Proposition.
With the previous notation, the trace map Trp: Rp^.Zx, -* Zx
induces a map Trp/Y:
Rp^ZY, -» ZY which in turn induces maps H*(Y',Z) ->
H*( Y, Z), H*( Y', Z) -* H*( Y, Z). Those maps are necessarily compatible with any
functorial mixed Hodge structure theory on cohomology.

Proof. On the cohomology level the trace morphism H'(X',Z) -» H'{X,Z) is
obtained by Poincaré isomorphisms
from the morphisms in homology:
H2n+2^i(X',Z) -» H2n+2_i(X,Z), where dim X = n + 1. In terms of derived categories the trace morphism Tr p: Rp^p'Zx -> Zx where p is the extraordinary
inverse image, is defined in [V II, formula (2.3.4)]. A flabby resolution §" of p'Zx is
given there, such that the trace is defined on the complex of sheaves pß' (here we
have Zx,^>pZx since X' is smooth). This trace morphism restricts to

Trp/Y: Rp„Zr ^pJ'*T
since i'*9' is flabby and i*p¿¡$' - p¿'*§'.

- i*Zx - ZY
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Compatibility with M.H.S. Suppose we have constructed a functorial M.H.S. as is
done by Deligne, then we have the following diagram of M.H.S. where the rows are
exact sequences (with coefficients in C):

H'(X'-Y')
(D)

S

H'(X')

Tip l tp*

-

Tiplîp*

WC(X-Y)

*

H'(r)
Tip/Y i\p*/Y

W{X)

-.

H'(Y)
H'+\X'

~ Y')

t'

Hi+\X')

Tip I]p*

Trpltp*

H'+l(X-

Y)

^i+ 1
-»

•J
//,+,(*)

w

We know that /?* is compatible with M.H.S. and we have Tr/? ° p* = Id and

Tr p/Y ° p*/Y = Id. We want to show that Trp/Y is compatible with M.H.S. It is
immediately seen by duality that Tr p is compatible with M.H.S. on X and X — Y.
Since the category of M.H.S. is abelian, we may get short exact sequences with
L\ = cokerjU;, L, = cokerju,, L'2 — keifi'j+u L2 — ker/¿,+ 1, H' = H'(Y') and H —

H'(Y).
0

-.

L\

0

-*

^

Tip, lU*

H'

L2

Tiplîp*

L,

-»

0

Tip2 I Up}

7/

L2

^0

where Tr/?, is a morphism of M.H.S. such that Tr/?, ° /?* = Id, and Tr/?2 is the
inverse of p*. Let C be the cokernel of /?*. The map Tr/?, defines a direct sum
decomposition of L\ into two sub-M.H.S. summands C and L,. Hence a'(C) is a
sub-M.H.S. object of H'. Since/?* is an isomorphism, H' is the direct sum of the two
sub-M.H.S.

objects a'(C)

and H, and Trp is necessarily

the corresponding

projec-

tion of H' into H. Hence Tr p is compatible with M.H.S.
3. Theorem,

(i) With the notation of 1.1, we have short exact sequences
i'*-Trp

o-//''(*', c) -> //'(r,c)e//'(*,

c)

Tr o/y+i*

-.

//'(y,c)^o.

(ii) Suppose we have a canonical M.H.S. for projective N.C.D. (as in [H II]), then
there exists a unique canonical M.H.S. on the cohomology of projective varieties such
that the above sequences in (/) are exact in the category of M.H.S.

Proof, (i) The exact sequence is deduced from the diagram (D) in the proof of
Proposition 1.2. It is easy to check that the long exact sequence splits in short ones:
the 3 functor H\Y) -» H'+\X')
is the composition of the morphisms H'(Y) ->

H'C+\X-

Y) - H'+\X)

-+ Hi+i(X')

sequence on the complex level later on.

which is zero. We will study this exact
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(ii) We define the M.H.S. on the cohomology of the variety Y as the cokernel of
the morphism /'* — Tr/? of M.H.S. of the smooth varieties X' and X, and the
N.C.D. Y' in X'. One can check the naturality of this construction and the
independence of the choice of X and X'. Since it presents no particular difficulty we
will admit it here. It is also reproduced on the complex level in the Appendix.
4. Remarks. (1) It may be more natural to view H'(Y,C) as a sub-M.H.S. of
H'(Y', C). The morphism (Trp)/Yis a retraction.
(2) The theorem gives the uniqueness of the M.H.S. on the cohomology of Y, and
so the M.H.S. here coincides with the one defined by Deligne.
(3) A way to view the morphism (Trp)/Y is to consider neighborhood retracts

£/' ^ of r and 7and transport the trace H*(U') -> H*(U) to H*(Y') -> H*(Y) (as
interpreted by S. Bloch).

Part II. Mixed Hodge Structures
0. The mixed category.
1. We use the notation and terminology of [H II, H III].
This paragraph has been revised by J. L. Verdier.
1.1. Let A be an abelian category. We denote by FA (resp. F2A) the category of
filtered objects of A (resp. bifiltered), with finite filtration, the morphisms respecting
filtration; we denote by C+ A (resp. C+ FA, C+ F2A) the category of complexes of A
(resp. FA, F2A) vanishing in degrees near -co, with morphisms of complexes. It is
only in K+A (resp. K+ FA, K+ F2A) that morphisms are considered up to homo-

topy. Finally D+ A (resp. D+ FA, D+ F2A) is the derived category [V, H III].
1.2. The mixed translate of a filtered complex and the mixed cone.
Definition 1.2.1. Let (K, W) be a complex of objects of A with an increasing
filtration. The translation functor T is denoted also by K -> K[l,0]. We define a
translation functor K -» K[0,1] = (K, W[\]) which shifts the degree of W such that
(W[l])„K = Wn_xK. The composite functor is denoted by K -> K[\, 1] = TMK.
Remark. If there exists a decreasing filtration on K as well, it does not shift.
Definition
1.2.2. Let u: K -» K' be a morphism in C+FA with increasing
nitrations. The usual cone over u is denoted by C(u). The Mixed Cone CM(u) in
C+ FA is the complex TMK © K' with the usual differential [V]. Let SK: K{0,1] - K
be the canonical morphism, then CM() = C(u ° SK).
Remark 1.2.3. Let u and «' be two morphisms from K to K', and h a homotopy
from u to u'. We have u — u' — dK, ° h + h ° dK. We define an isomorphism Ih:
C(u) ^ C(u') by the matrix (" £,) operating on TK ® K' (resp. filtered, bifiltered

isomorphism). It is commutative with the injection of K' in C(u) and C(u'), and
with the projection on TK.
Remark 1.2.4. Let h and W be two homotopies from u to u'. Then a second
homotopy from h to h', which is a family of morphisms k'+2: K'+2 -» K" (i e Z)

such that h —h' — d' ° k + k ° d, defines an homotopy between lh and Ih,.
Remark 1.2.5. Let A be an abelian category, and suppose we are given morphisms
(p: X-> Y and <p': X' -* Y' in C+A (resp. C+ FA, C+ F2A) and a commutative
diagram (I) in D+A (resp. D+ FA, D+ F2A).
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X
(I)

-

Y

lax

laY
<p'

X'

y
(II)

-»

r

-» c(<p)

|ay

F

-» rx

¿C^j-, ay)

-»
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C(<p')

l7a,v

-,

TA"

Then there exists a noncanonical morphism Qa^, aY) in Z)+yl (resp. D+FA,
D+ F2A) which makes the diagram (II) commutative.

2. TTiecategory Q of Mixed Complexes(M.C.).
2.1. Let Z be the category of abelian groups. We defined C+ Z, D+Z and the
corresponding filtered categories.

A M.C. Kis the followingdata (cf. [H III]):
(i) Kz E ob D+ Z, KQ E Ob D+ FQ, KC<EOb D+ F2C.
(ii) a:Kz®Q^KQ
in D+ Q and ß: (KQ, W) 9 C « (tfc, FP) in D+ FC.
We do not put any Hodge type hypothesis on the M.C. for the moment. Such
complexes form the objects of a category 6. Over a topological space X, the
cohomological M.C. (C.M.C.) is a sheafified version of M.C. where we take Kz in

D+(X,Z), KQ in D+(X, W,Q) and Kc in D+(X, W, F,C). We have given the
filtration the usual notation where W is increasing and F is decreasing.
2.2. We consider morphisms u: K -* K' of M.C. as follows:

(i) uz: Kz - tfz in D+ Z, uQ: KQ -> K^ in D+ (W, Q),
uc: KC-^K'C in D+(W, F,C).
(ii) The following diagrams should be commutative:
"q

«i¿

H«'
«z®Q

KZ®Q

Kc

-

-*

K'Z®Q

K'c

ßU

KQ ® C

liß'
«o®C

-»

inI>+Q,

^

inD+(W,C).

8 C

Remark. We can always find a morphism ü: K ^> K -> K' such that wz, wQ, wc are

definedin C+ Z, C+ ( W,Q) and C+ (ff, F, C).
2.3. We define as usual a translation functor TK also denoted by AT[1,0]. A

triangle in 6 is distinguished if its image in D+Z, D+(W,Q) and D+(W, F,C) is
distinguished. The category Q is triangulated in this way.
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2.4. We define as in 1.2 the shift on the weight filtration functor K -* K[0,l]. We
have canonical morphisms SK: K[0,1] -» K in Q. The mixed translation functor is

definedby TMK= K[\,l].
2.5. Mixed triangles.
Definition, (i) A triangle T in 6 is called mixed

N

(T)

K

"

.
-*

^

K'

7Y
yV

(T')

\ß
a ° Sr

K[0,\]

-»

JT

if the morphism y: /V -» A"[1,0] admits a factorisation 7 = (TS^) ° y' where y':

N-+K[\,l].
(ii) A mixed triangle T is distinguished if its associated triangle (T') is isomorphic
to a distinguished triangle in Q.
Remark. Distinguished mixed triangles in 6 are not distinguished triangles. They
are not in general stable by rotation. The composition of two consecutive maps in
such a triangle is not necessarily zero.
2.6. Let u: K -» K' be a morphism of complexes. With the notation of 2.2 we may

suppose uz G C+ Z, Mq E C+ (W, Q) and uc E C+ (W, F, C) as in the remark. Then
we define the mixed cone CM(u) as in 1.2:
(i) CM(uz) E D+Z, CM(uQ) e D+(W,Q), CM(uc) E D+(W, F,C).
(ii) We choose CM(a,a'): CM(uQ) - CM(uz) ® Q in Z>+Q and CM(ß, ß'):
(CM(uc), W) ^ (CM(uQ), W)®Cin D+ FC.
The cone CM(u) is not unique, but depends on the choice of CM(a,a') and
CM(ß, ß'). It provides a mixed distinguished triangle.

2.7. Let T be a distinguished mixed triangle.

TV

yS
K

\ß
a

^

K'

Then there exists a canonical isomorphism for any «EN,

Grf N a Grf A' © Gr^, TA.
Hence, for any cohomological functor, we have spectral sequences wE?-q for K, K'
and N, such that

WE{-«(N) = Hp +q{Grwp_JK® GrwpK') =wE[+]-"K®

wEP-qK'.
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For the first term only wE['q(N) = C(WE\-q(K) ^ wE[>q(K')) including differentials. We have a long exact sequence

• • • - WE^q{K) - WE{'"(K') -. wEf'q(N) - wEC'>q(K)
3. The category9H6 of M.C.
3.1. Definition. Let 6° be the triangulated subcategory of 6 made of object K
such that Kz = 0 and (Kc, F) = 0.
The category 9H6 is the quotient of Q/Q°.
Remark. The category 9116 is triangulated. The weight shift becomes isomorphic
to the identity in 9110 and the image in 9116 of distinguished mixed triangles of 6
are distinguished in 9116. Over a topological space X, the functor " Hypercohomology of X" factors through the cohomological 9116. This hypercohomology is
equipped with a Hodge filtration functorial on 9IL6.
As an example of elements in 6°, take CM(ld) the mixed cone over the identity on

a M.C. K.
3.2. Definition. A mixed Hodge object, or in short, a Hodge object (C.M.H.C. in
[H HI]) is an object K in 6 such that
(a) H*(X, Kz) is of finite type.
(b) For all n, (H*(X,Gr*KQ), H*(X,Gr*Kc)) satisfies the Hodge condition,
i.e. the filtration F and its conjugate give a Hodge decomposition.
Remark. (1) If A" is Hodge, K[0,1] and K [1,0] are not necessarily Hodge but

£[1,1] is.
(2) In a distinguished mixed triangle, if two of the objects are Hodge, so is the

third.
3.3. Deligne's fundamental

theorem. //K is a Hodge object in 6 then H*(X, K)

is equipped with a M.H.S. The spectral sequence with respect to the W-filtration
degenerates at the E2 level, and with respect to the F filtration at the Ex level.

3.4. Let T be, as in 2.7, a mixed distinguished triangle in 6 of Hodge objects. This
triangle gives rise to a long sequence
„I

-^K[n,n]

,(-')"«[»."]

->

.

L[n,n]

(-I)"y8[«,«l

->

N[n,n]

n(-l)"Yl",«]

-»

r

K[n + 1, n + 1] - • • .

Taking hypercohomology we get an exact sequence of M.H.S.

...H"(X, K)[0, n]^H"(X,

L)[0, n]->H"(X, N)[0, n]

^Hn+l(X,K)[0,n+

1].

Convention. Denote W the filtration on hypercohomology deduced from the
^-filtration on complexes. Notice the shift on this W filtration. Define the weight
filtration Won the hypercohomology of K as W — W[m] on Hm(X, K) (^shifts m
times to the right because it is increasing: W¡ = H//_m). Then, in the long exact
sequence the shift does not occur anymore.
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Corollary.

With the convention above, we have in Deligne's theorem

Gt?Hm(X,K)=wEl

*m —n ,n

3.5. Denote by Hdg(A) the full subcategory of 91L6generated by Hodge objects.
There exist on H*(X, K) a M.H.S. functorial in K E Hdg(Z).
3.6. Deligne constructed in [H III] bifiltered resolutions of C. Dubois [D] has
shown that the filtration F is unique up to quasi-isomorphism, however the resolutions are not unique up to isomorphisms in the category 6. One may raise the
question whether they are unique in the category 9116, up to isomorphisms in 9116.

I. The fundamental simplicial resolutions. The general construction of the Mixed
Hodge Structure (M.H.S.) use simplicial resolutions. We will need in this work the
elementary cases only, which are, however, fundamental. We recall here a brief
description of these cases without resuming the proofs in Deligne [H II, H III] and
Griffith-Schmid [G]. In fact, all are derived from Mayer-Vietoris resolutions.
1. M.H.S. of a Normal Crossing Divisor (N.C.D.). Let X be a smooth variety,
projective over C, and Y a N.C.D. with smooth irreducible components (Y¡)¡eí of
dimension n. Let Sq be the set of strictly increasing sequences (i0,.. .,iq) in /, and
Yw = II, K n • • • n y, the disjoint sum of the intersections of Y. Let IT: Y(q) -* Y
"\
0
'q
J
'
be the finite projection
and \,■
HY<q the closed
r
J
J-1„: Y,
'0 n • • • n Y<q -> Y'0 D •••/,•••
J

embedding for 7 < q.
Definition. The Mayer-Vietoris simplicial resolution of Qy is the following complex of sheaves, denoted by II*Qy(.) or simply Qy(.).

o - n,Qy(0)- n.Qni) - • •• - n,Qy(,_,, - n,Qy(9)- • • •
"q-\
where d

, = 2j=o(_1)yÀ?.<rThe weight filtration Wis defined by

w.q{Qn.))= 0n,Qy(m).
We have Gr^Qy(>) = ntQy( >[-#]. The spectral sequence with respect to W
degenerates at rank 2 and is given by

wEr = H'+iY^iQy^))

= H'+«{Y,U,Qnp)[-p]) = H"(Y(p\Q).

The differential 8: E{-q -* E[+]-q, is given by

8=

2 (-\yXlp+l:Hq(Y(P\Q)^Hq(Y(p+]),Q).
j<p+\

In the same way we have the resolution ß*^ of Cy:

o - n,s2*y(0)
- n,a*y(1)- • • • - n#ß*y(?)
- • ■•
with weight and Hodge filtrations.
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We represent WE\-' as follows:

Ef'q is 0 outside the triangle. The terms on the double line converge to H"(Y).
The weight on H"(Y) is given by q and varies from 0 to n.
2. M.H.S. on a smooth variety: H*(X ~ Y). We are concerned now by the M.H.S.
on X — Y, the complement of the N.C.D. in the previous case. Set X — X(0) = y(~"
and X(m) = y(m_1> for m > 1. Deligne [H II] constructed the logarithmic complex
ß^(Logy) or QX(Y) with weight and Hodge nitrations W. and F'. The weight
filtration on rational cohomology is deduced from the spectral sequence with respect
to the t filtration on Rj\,Qx Y where y: X — Y -» X is the open embedding. The
spectral sequence with respect to W degenerates at rank 2, and is given by

wEp.i = Hp+q{x,Grwptix(LogY))

=»GriVpHp+q(X - Y).

In fact, the weight on Hp+q(X - Y) that we are interested in, is the one deduced
from the spectral sequence shifted by p + q to the right. So, using the fact

Res: Gr^ß^Logy))

- n,ß£,-„- „[/?],

we have

wEp-q -- H2p+q(Y{-p-i),C) ®C(p) =>GrgvHp+q(X - Y).
weight q

The differential
8: H2p+q(Y(-p-]\C)

® C(p) - H2p+q+2(Y(-"-2\C)

® C(p + 1)

is deduced from Gysin morphisms of the embedding Y(~p~l) -» Y(~p~2).
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H°(Y(n))

H2n+2(X)

H2n+2p+2(v(-p-1))

weights

H°(X)

wEp-q - 0 outside of the triangle. The terms on the double line converge to
H~P(X — Y) with weight varying from -p to -2/?.
3. M.H.S. on the cohomology with compact support of a smooth variety: H*( X — Y).
With the previous notation in (1), denote by Q^_ y(., the complex

Qx-Qroi-1*-1]It is a cone over the morphism Q^ -» Qy(0) in degree 1, so that

Qx-n-^C^QA-l^lj^Q^T-i,-]]].
We have the quasi-isomorphism j,Qx_Ysí
Qx- y<-)'w'tn associate<i spectral sequence:

Q*-r(-)'

and a weight filtration

on

wE°-q= Hq{X,GtfQ^ y(>))- Hq(X,Q),
wEp; = Hp+q(X^^Qx-r^)

^ H"(Y<"-l\Q)

fOTP>\.

The differential8: Hq(X,Q) -* Hq(Y{0\Q)is l(-l)ji* for if. Y;- X. The weights
of H"'(X — y Q) vary from 0 to m. We define in the same way the bifiltered
complex Q*x^Y{.y We get from the short exact sequence: 0 -» ñy(1)[-l, -1] -*
®x- y<-)-» S* -» 0, the long exact sequence of M.H.S.

-//''-'(r.c)

-*h'c{x- y,c) -*h¡(x,c) ^ h'(y,c) -*h¿+x(x- y,c)...

4. M.H.S. on the cohomology with support on a N.C.D.: HY(X). Consider the
quotient complex Çl*x(Y)/ti*x with the image weight and Hodge filtrations. The
weight filtration can be defined on rational cohomology; it comes from the t

_____
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filtration on RTY(X, Q). We have the quasi-isomorphisms

RTY(X,QX(Y)/Q*X)-Rry(Z,C)[l].
Then, the mixed translate ß;£(y)/ß^[-l,-l]

is a C.M.H.C. (cohomological mixed

Hodge complex) which gives the M.H.S. of HY(X, C). We have

Grr(T¿Qx(Y)/Q%)

- T"1Gr,^1(ß^(y>/ß* ) - Ilß*m[-i

wEp-q = H2p+q-2(Y(-»\C),

- 2],

iVEp-q= Q for/? £ [-n,0].

We have a long exact sequence of M.H.S.

-*HÇ(X,C) -*Hm(X,C) -^Hm(X-

Y,C) - H^+X(X,C)

The weights of HY(X, C) vary from m to 2m - 2.
Remark 1. One can also use the complex Cw(ß^[-1,-1]

-* ß^(y>[-l,-l])
to get
a M.H.S. on HY(X). It is not bifiltered quasi-isomorphic to the previous one. This
means the terms wEp-q differ. We get however the same M.H.S. as we can see from
the existence of a natural morphism into ß^(y)/ß^[-l,
-1] which respect the
filtrations, inducing an isomorphism on the hypercohomology which respect the
nitrations. Then the morphism is necessarily an isomorphism of M.H.S. This means
that the terms wE{-q coincide, as one can check easily.

Remark 2. C(Q£[-1,-1] -» Qx(Y)[-l,-l])

is quasi-isomorphic in D+bJ2(X,C)

toOj<y>/oj[-i,-i].
5. Open N.C.D. Consider a partition / = /0 U /, of the index set of the irreducible
components of the N.C.D. Y and set Z = U/e/ Y¡a sub-N.C.D. of Y. We want to
construct a M.H.S. on the cohomology of Y — Z.

The closure T = (Y-Z)

= UielY, of Y - Z is a N.C.D. in X. Consider the

simplicial scheme n("': T(m)-» T constructed as in (1) above, and write T1'1 — Z for

j(-) — n<')_1(Z) which is the simplicial resolution of T — Z.

j-c) _ z

-» r<->

T-Z

J-* T

(Notation. In the following, W£ already contains the direct sum passing from a
double complex to a simple one.) We have the quasi-isomorphism Rj^Qj-z
—
n*)Ry'*'Qr(-)-z
™ ^+(^>Q)- Denote by K^_7 the complex above, and more
precisely a particular choice of a complex representing it, using Godement resolutions for example.

The C. M. H.C.ofY —Z is definedas follows:
(i) The complex Ry+Zy_z E ObD+(r,Z).
(ii) The complex KY)_Zwith the following increasing filtration W:

Consider for each q E N the filtration ts„ [H II] on Rjiq)QTiq>-7. Then define W
as the diagonal filtration [H III]

Wn= © r<n+qU^Rj^Q^_z.
q
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(iii) The complex KY_Z = n(J)ß*ci(Z)

with a filtration If constructed as above,

and a Hodge filtration [H III].
(iv) Quasi-isomorphisms: C <8>
(K$_z, W) ■■■(K$_z, W) in D+ F(Y - Z, C) and

Q ® Ry,Zy_z - K?_z in D+ (Y - Z,Q).
Notation. We also use ß*<->(Z) to denote this complex. We have

Grf(K?_z) - 0 Gr;,+p(n^Rj^QTt^z)[-p]
p
- ®n^R"+pj^QTlP^z[^n-2p].
p

The associated spectral sequence is

wEp-q= Hp+q(T,Grf K?_z) =* 0 //^+<?(r(r',R'-^)Qr(„_z[/?

- 2r]).

r

Let Z<° be the simplicial resolution of the N.C.D. T{r) n (n(rr'Z)
in T(r\ Then
^mJ(*r)Qp'>-z - n<™-1)Q where n*"1"": z<m_1) -» r(r) is the projection. Finally we
have

wEpq^

®H2p+q-2r(z(rp''\q).
r

6. Functoriality for Mayer- Vietoris resolutions. Let

Z'
I

=* y
4/

=» A"
I /'

z

=* y

=* x

be a diagram where /' is a morphism of smooth varieties inducing morphisms / on
the N.C.D. y and on the sub-N.C.D. Z'. We can define extensions respecting

nitrations:

(i)/*:Qy(-»-AQr,-,of/*:Qr-/»Qr.
/*: ß*,,, -*/*ß*r,,of/*: Cy -/*Cr,
(ii)/*: tf£_z - R/»Ä-«_Z. of/*: Qy_z - /,Q>_Z,,
/*: ^y-z ~*Rf*KY-z' of/*: Cy_z -^/,Cr_z..
(In (ii) one can imagine defining R/„, by Godement resolutions.)
We give the details for the first case.
Let (y/),e/ and (Yj)j6J be the irreducible and smooth components of Y' and Y.

We define the following partition of / = UJeJl.■:
/0=

{/E/:/(y;)c

y0},/,=

{/E/-/0:/(y;)

c y,},...,

/,= {/£/-

U

/,:/(y/)cyy),

and define/* for a section m of n^Qy n.. .ny by

£(«) =

II
'ox ••■ x<,e/Ax

(VmA.n-n^),
--x^

a section of

II

/*n^Qy;on...ny; C/.n^QyK,».
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II. Duality. In order to construct the M.H.S. of a N.C.D. Y embedded in A"which
is smooth and proper, we used Mayer-Vietoris resolution, and for the complementary X — Y we used the logarithmic complex QX(Y). The spectral sequences with
respect to the weight filtration in either case are dual. For our purpose, we need to

lift this duality to the M.H.C. level.
0. Dual filtrations.
1. Let (K, W) and (K', W) be two complexes in C+ FA, with increasing (resp.
decreasing) filtrations. We define on H = Hom(Ä\ K') an increasing (resp. decreasing) filtration W, functorial in K and K', by the formula

WrH = {/ E H such that for any n E Z,f(WnK ) C W¿+rK'}.

2. Suppose the filtration W is trivial, i.e. W[ = 0 for i < I and W[ = K' for i > I.
Then
WrH = ker(// -> Hom(W,_r_iK,

K')) =*Uom(K/W,_r„xK,

A").

We want to prove with this hypothesis on W'(K'), that the notion of dual filtration

is well defined on R Hom( A",K') in D+ FA, and we have

Grf RHom(A~, K') ^ RWom(Gr^_nK, K').
Suppose K' is a complex of injective objects in FA, i.e. injective objects in A in our
case. From the short exact sequence: 0 -» Wl_n_iK -» W,_„K -» Gr/^A" -Owe get

dually
0 - Hom(Gr/*:„A, K') - Hom(»^_BÄ:, A') - Ham(»",_,,_,JIT,A"') - 0
and finally

0 - Hom(Gr^„ K, K') -» H/Wn^H - H/W„H - 0
or

Grf H =aHom(Gr£„ A",A"').
Remarks. (1) We have Hom(A", A"')[l, 1] - Hom(A[-l,
(2) Let u: A, -» A"2be a filtered morphism. Then
Hom(CM(u), K') - 7^'CM(Hom(A2,

-1], A').

K') - Hom(A",, A"').

1. Dual logarithmic complex.
1. Let A^- denote the dualizing complex [RD] for the smooth variety X of
dim n + 1. We want to define a total differential A x_ Yon the graded group

zr(*-y>=

Hom y(ß*<y>, a-;).

The difficulty comes from the fact that the differential d on ß* is not ©¿.-linear. To
motivate the definition of àx_ Y, we introduce a new complex.

2. The differential.Consider

Dq,(X-

Y)= Hom^Jß^y),

Horn y(ß*., Kx))

where we have morphisms of Six modules. We get an isomorphism

0:Da.(X-

Y)^D-(X-

Y)
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by composing with the projection Horn^ß^, A^.) -» K'x dual to the inclusion
Gx — ü°x C Q*x.To see the isomorphism we apply the following rule.
Let A be a ring, B an A-algebra, M a 5-module and N an A -module. Then

Hom^M.Hom^tf,

N)) = Hom^M, N).

Let SK'X denote the total complex Homy(ß*^, K'x), with differential As/r. Let dx_Y

be the differential of ü*x(Y), and Anx*_
Ythe differential of Z>¿.<X- Y). Then
v<pen>n*.<*-y>,

An;_y(m) = As/f.o()p + (-i)^1(po^_y.

The differential Ax_ y:
Lemma II.1.2. For any ^ E YD'{X — Y), let ^ be the composed morphism of
d~\^) with the projection Hom^ß^,
K'x) -* Hom^ß^,
K'x), dual to the inclusion

ßL c ß*. Write àSK,. = d's~^+(-\)'+]8^,s[Eyfhen

V* E YDk(X - Y),

A*-y(*) = d'SK.° *_, + (-1)* +Vv » * + H)*+'*

» rfr-y.

Proof. Apply the isomorphism 6 to get A^_ y from A^*__
y.
The element ,íí_1operates as follows:

Qx(Y)*lHomY(Çlx,Kx+i+k),
ij-*_,(il):W-(-l)**(»-il).
3. r/ie filtrations. Consider the following filtrations on K'x. (The choice will be

explained later.) W,(KX) = 0 for i <2n + 2, and W,(KX) = Kx for i » 2n + 2;
F'A"^-= A"¿ for / =s « + 1 and fA^ = 0 for i> n + 2. Then we have the dual
filtrations on £>"(X - y>:

f"d-(x-

y>^ Hom y((ß*(y)/F"+2-*(ß*,<y)),

^.,+2»+2^(^-

y>-Hom^(ß*,<y>/H/_l(i2*,<y>),A-;),

G^r+2n + 2D-(X-

Definition
ferential

a-;),

Y)^

Homy(Gr?(Slx(Y)),Kx).

II.1.3. The complex D'(X-

Y)= Homx(Q*x(Y), K'x) with the dif-

A x_ y and the dual filtrations

defined

above, is the dual logarithmic

complex in D+ F2(X, C).
2. The quasi-isomorphism.
1. We want to define a morphism:

<p:QX-r<>-»/>*<X-

Y)[-2n-2,-2n-2\.

With the notations of 1.1 and 1.2 for a N.C.D. Y in X, lety, . ■ be the generic point

of yJa n • • • n yJm andjJ ~ ,' for X. We define
tir

ßy,„n...ny,ra

- Horn x(ü'x+

'~\Y),

tf^.'Jß"/'))

and

cp*,:ß* - Hom r(ß'r '-\y>,
as follows.

//,?,(B"/'))
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and à a lifting of a in ß^.
. Using
Let a be a section of ßy n...ny
Grothendieck symbols to denote elements of Kx, then <p*(a) is obtained (up to a
sign) by the compositions of morphisms
v, X • • • X v.

®x+i~\Y)

-

[ v, ■■■y, ]

ßfrx

-

H?+l (ß"+1)

and <p*(a)will be trivial on tl'x(Y) for / =£n + 1 - A.
Theorem II.2.1. 7«e morphism
<p:ü*x_YÍ)^D-(X-

Y)[-2n -2,-2«

-2]

defined above, is a bifiltered quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. In fact, one should expect this formula up to a sign, since differentials in
either side have been chosen independently.
(1) We see by the definition, that <p^,(a) of degree m + X + 1 is trivial on the
forms in ß^.
(Y) not containing dyJo
\y¡ A •■ ^tyj \yj . In particular <p*(a) is
Ja I JJa
trivial on Wmü*x(Y), so we have

<P(^-m-Ä-y<>) C W_m_,D-(X- Y)[-2n - 2,-2« - 2].
Also
mFmß*i_y(-, cFmD'(X-

Y)[-2n -2,-2«

- 2]

since <p(ß^_y(i) is trivial except on ß^+1~\y),
which means (p(Fm(ß*_yc>)) is
trivial on F"~m+2(QX(Y)).
2. Compatibility of differentials. We have to compute the three terms of the formula

(II.1.2).

*x-r(Û(«))

= i-l)m+VM

°dX-.Y + d>slt.xo
(,£(«))_,

(I)

(II)

+ (-\rm8K-,^m(a).

(HI)
r«e term (II). We have

Q"X-\X)

-

i

•-»

Hom^ßV, Hyl+ljQx+l)) - 1^(0*)
i-i

=

(tó(«))_1('j)

- H£l¿Q?'),
>-»

d"Sfcxy-\-

Let Tj= (9A dy, |_y7A • • • Arfy, | j, with 0 E Tß^. We have

à A 8 A dy, A ■■■AdyK
1-1

(-1)'

>7,x • *■x^

and

rf^-. = (-O'

i+.^oX---x^
y. X • • ■ Xy,

d(à Ad) Ady,t A ••• AdyK
yJo---yj„,
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The term (I). We have

(-ir+\p„A,(«)-^yTÎ

= (-l)

' à A d8 Adyt¡ A ■■■AdyK

X J)oX---X^
y,, X • • • x>7r

yJo---yJm

Then we compare terms (I) + (II) to the term

(IV)

yjax---xyjm

<+V«)U)

da A 8 A dyh A ■■■AdyK

y. X • • • Xy,

yJo---yJm

Using the equality (-\)m+]d(á A 8) + (-l)m+x+1á A d8 = (-\)m+x da A 8 we get
the equality (I) + (II) + (IV), if we admit as a differential (-l)m+ ' da in ßy n...ny ,
which happens naturally when we translate degrees by m + 1.
The differential 8. The term (III) is written explicitly in the following way:
ß»+i-Vy)

_ //»'+'

(ß^+1)->

Y

H"' + 2 (ß"+1),

8 A dyJuA ■■■AdyJmAdy^A ■■■Ady^
yJux • • • xyj„,x yi,x • • • *y¡,

■1

à A8 A dyh A ■■■AdyJmA dyh \yh A ■■■Ady,t A ■■■Ady, \y,

i'e[i.-

yJa---yjji,

Since the last symbol is an element in ß'^.1
/ \ (yja,-. ■,y¡ , y¡), it depends on the
restriction of a to Yh(l ■■■n^n
Y¡, with the signature of the permutation
putting ( v ,... ,y, , y¡) in an increasing sequence.
Now, the differential in X — Y{) gives
the restriction of a to yJ« n • • • D Y,
n Y,,
°
Jm
'('
with a sign depending

on the corresponding

permutation

of (Y■,...,

Yj , Y( ). So we

deduce the compatibility of differentials (up to a sign ±1).
3. Comparision of Gr^. We have

Grwqtix_r,

GrwqD-{X-

- Gr^+,ß*„[-l]

- ß*„ „[-«/],

Y)[-2n - 2,-2« - 2] - Grwq+2n+2 D'(X - Y)[-2n - 2}

* Hom r{Gr?Q*X(Y), Kx)[-2n - 2] ^ Hom y(ßy(,-,[-g],

Kx)[-2n - 2]

- Hom y,„. „(ß*,,, n, Ay(, i.)[-2« - 2 + q].

Then

Gr_7<p):ß*yl,i.hl-Hom^,^*,,

„, KY^)[-2n - 2 + q]

is a quasi-isomorphism inducing for each degree ; E N, the duality isomorphism

QVi,■>
- Horn^„(Oyftlñ«-', Pffi-Û«).
With our convention the filtration F of A"y(„-n is given by
Fn+l-qKYlq-u

= KYiq,>

and

F"+2~q = 0.
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We deduce a filtration F on Hom^-i^ß*,«,-!), Ay(, n)[-2« — 2 + q), and we can
check that Gr^(qp) respects filtrations F, and we have

Gr£Gr^((p):

ßAy„-„* Hom ^-„(fi^Ti*,

ATy<„
,,)[-« - 1 + q].

Then Gr^((j>) is a filtered quasi-isomorphism.
Corollary

II.2.2. For each i E N, we have a filtered

quasi-isomorphism

for

induced W:

GrH«p): ß'x-y<>[-<] ~ Horn y(0£" ~\Y), Kx)[-n - 1 - ¿].
Summary. We state the preceding
Y\omx(Q,x, A"^.)or C, as a pairing

result, giving duality

ß*A--yc®e,ßi<T>

-

A-;-C,

a ® u

-»

<p(a)(co),

ß5--yc»®ajßS-<y> -

with value in K'x,

Homv(ß*, a;)-C,

corresponding to bifiltered quasi-isomorphisms:

<p:ß*_y,., ^D'(X-

y>[-2«-2,-2«

- 2]

and
'<p:ti*x(Y) ~ Homy(ß*„yo,

A¿)[-2« - 2,-2« - 2].

3. Homology. We consider here the homology with no condition on supports, or
Borel-Moore homology.
1. Consider the following isomorphisms for X projective and smooth of dim « + 1:

H'(X,C)

p

-#2n+2_,(*,C)

D

=>H2n+2-'(X,C)*

where P stands for Poincaré isomorphism, D for duality and D ° P for Poincaré

duality.
Lemma II.3.1. The Poincaré duality is of type (-« — 1, -« — \) on M.H.S.
Proof. On the level of differential forms D ° P acts as follows:

w E YSl"-q^ D° P(w): w' E rfi''+'-/'•"+'-<? ^ f w A w'
Jx
and so D ° P(w) is of type (p — n — \,q —n — \) in the dual M.H.S. to
#2n+2-'(*,C).

2. Dual M.H.C.
Definition II.3.2. (i) Let y be a N.C.D. in X. Consider the following filtrations
W and F on the dualizing complex K'x: WjK'x = K'x for ; s* 0 and Wj = 0 for i < 0,
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F'K'X = K'x for i « 0 and F] = 0 for / > 1. We define the following complexes, with
their dual filtrations
DX_Y=

Hom^(ß*_y,,,A-;),

Dx=

Hom y(ß* , Kx),

DX_Y = Hom^(ß*<y>,A:;),

DY=

HomY(ß*,,,

Kx)'

(ii) We define the M.H.S. on the homology as follows:

H,(XH[(X-

Y,C) = R-'TDx,r,
y,C) = R"YDX_Y,

H,( X, C) = R'YDX,
H,(Y,C) = R'TDY,

In fact we have considered in II.2, the duality

ß*_y,., e q*x(y)-

kx

which gives us

V: ®X(Y) * Hom(ß*^y<-,, Kx)[-2n - 2,-2« - 2].
Our new conventions on the filtrations of K'x have the effect of lowering the degrees

of W by 2« + 2 and F by « + 1, so as to get '<pof type (-« — \,-n — 1), denoted by

(V)': ß**<T>~Dx_Y[-2n - 2,-2« - 2].
In the same way, we have a natural pairing

Q*Y„®exQx(Y)/Qx-*Kx
giving rise to the quasi-isomorphism of type (-« — 1, -n — 1):

('¥)':

Çlx{Y)/ttx^DY[-2n

- 1,-2« - 1].

We have the following sequence of quasi-isomorphisms:

o - s2*,-,[-i,-i]

-> a*x_y,;

a*'
0 -Horn

ií<p'

x(ax(Y)/a*x,

Kx)[-2n

- 2,-2« ~ 2] - Dx_Y[-2n - 2,-2« - 2]

-ÛJ

-0

ncx
- Dx[-2n - 2,-2«-

2] -0

dual to 0 — Q*x-* ß* (y) -» ß*v(y)/ß*v -» 0 and which corresponds to the diagram
of cohomology groups with coefficients C:

H'(X-Y)

-

u<p'
-

m„+2_,(x-Y)

H'(X)

-

ncx
-

ff2n+2-,(*)

H'(Y)

u*'
-

(//2"+2~'(y))*

-
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3. Duality at spectral sequence level.

Corollary
II.3.3. (i) The spectral sequence WEX(DX_y) is the dual with value in C
of the spectral sequence wE,( Q,*x_y(•>).
(ii) The Poincaré isomorphism H'(X — Y,C) -» H2rl+ 2_I(X — Y,C) induces from
Gr!^ to Grqv_n_], the Poincaré isomorphism on Y(q~'~l).

The duality is given in this way: to an element tj E H¡(X ~ Y) - R'YDX_Y
corresponds a morphism tj: ß*^_yo[/] -» K'x. Then the morphism Tr ° 77:Qx_ Y,-,[i]
-* K'x -* C induces a morphism H'C(X — Y) .-*C.

4. Duality in D+ F(X,Q).
Proposition II.4.1. Suppose W_lQx = 0 and W0QX= QX, then there exists a
filtered isomorphismin D+ F(X,Q):

VQ: {RJ^X-Y,t)

^RHomQ(Qx_Y„,Qx)

which fits in a commutative diagram in D+ F( X, C):

(R;;Q^_y,T)®C

-

u

RHomQ(Qjr_y,,,Qjr)®C

u

ß*<y>

-

R Horn y(ß*r_yc, K'x)[-2n - 2,-2« - 2]

Proof. The exact sequence 0 ^j,Qx-r
~* Qx ^ '*Qy ~*° ëives a quasi-isomorphism /¡Q;r_y -*Q*-y<->. Its dual with value in an injective resolution Fx of Qx
gives Ry^Q^.y: Horn^Q^yc,,
Fx) -y'^.y.
a morphism in D+ F(X, Q) on Hom^Q^-yo,

We have to show that the identity is
7^-) considered with the filtration t

and the filtration W'.

/$
î
Hom(Qy«>,,/£)
î
Hom(Qy<i,,/£)
î

-

*¿
?

-»

Hom(Qy,o,,/})

-

î
Hom(Qy(1,,/})

n
î
-

Hom(Qy<o,,F2-)

-

-

î
Hom(Qy„,,/2)

-

î

î

We see on this figure that the two filtrations are incomparable, but we can use the

following fact.
Let n: y<m) -» y be the finite projection then we have in

D+ (X,Q): n*Qy,„o[-2m - 2] * RHom(ntQyl„„,Qx).
We now construct a new complex DQ quasi-isomorphic to Hom(QA._yo, Fx). For
any variety T, let D'T be the dualizing complex with coefficients Q in degrees
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[-2 dim T, 0]. Define DQ as the simple complex associated to
Dx2"'2

-

Dx2"-X

-

£>¿2"

-»

£>¿2,!+1

î

o

o

£)-2"+2

î

Yi^Dyli

-

o

o

o

0

0

î
0-0

î

n,z)y2o?+1 -

î

Then the filtration t(Dq)

-

-

n^z)y?oV+2 -

î

î

o

n^y2,?+2

î

î
o

-

is included in W(DQ) and the identity is a filtered

quasi-isomorphism.
Corollary

11.4.2. There exists a filtered quasi-isomorphism in D+ F( X, Q):

*Q:{i*Qr-,,w)^RHomx(cM{Qx-*Rj*Qx_Y)[-\,-\],Qx)
which is compatible to ty defined with coefficients C.
5. Gysin morphism at the C.M.H.C. level. Let/: X' -» Xbe a morphism of proper

varieties of dim «' + 1 and « + 1. Let Y' be a N.C.D. in X', and Y a N.C.D. in X
such that/~'(y)

= y. We have dual diagrams of cohomology groups with coeffi-

cients C, and M.H.S.:
H'Y,(X')

(D)

-*

H'(X')

\f*

'(D)

-

y)

At the complex

î/*

#'(*)

-

-

//2"'+2-'(A")

-

h2"+2-'(x)

ITif/X-Y
h2"+2-\x-y)

H'(X'-Y')

î/*

//{,(*)

h2"'+2-'(x'-

-

H'(X-

-

//2"'+2-/(r)

-

//2"+2-'(y)

ITrf

level, the Gysin morphism

Y)

ITi f/Y

Trf/X—

Y is defined

as dual to

ß*<y>-ß*.<y>:

Q^-ri-i =*RHom^fi^r),
-R

Kx.)[-2n' - 2,-2«' - 2]

Horn X(Q*X(Y), Kx)[-2n'

- 2, -2«' - 2]

=*ß*i_y,-.[-2(«' - «),-2(«' - «)].
The same is true for Tr/and

Tr f/Y, and all can be defined with coefficients in Q.

6. Regular forms on Y.
Proposition
II.6.1. (i) We define the sheaf of regular forms on a N.C.D. Y in X, of
degree i E N, to be
ß'y = ker(ß'yioi

-» ß'ydi).
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(ii) The complex ß'yc> is a resolution to the right ofÙ'Y, and we have

ÛY^ExtiY(Slx+]-'(Y)/iïx+,-',iïx+,)

«RHom^ßf'^FVfif'-'.ß"/1).
Proof, As in Corollary II.2.2, we have a filtered quasi-isomorphism for induced

W:
Gr^(*): ß'yc)[-j] " Hom^W/'-XY)/^^-',

Kx)[-n - /].

Taking cohomology, we get

77>(ß'yc))^ExtyY+'(ßf

-i(Y)/Qx+l-i,Qx+l).

It is clear that Ext^ = 0, and the locally free resolution

0 - BJ+,~' - Qx+l~'(Y)-* Qx+l-'(Y)/Qx+i~' - 0
shows that Ext^"' - 0 for; > 0.
Corollary
II.6.2. (i) The complex Homx(ß'yc), K'x) is a resolution to the left of
HomA.(ß'y, K'x)for each (i, I) E Z2.
(ii) The trace morphism Tr: Hom^ßyo,
K'x) -» Horn^ß^, A^.) has as image
HomA.(ß'y, A^.) and the complex Hom^ß^e),
K'x) is a left resolution of this image
respecting the filtration F.
(iii) For each i E N, the complex HomA,(ß'y, K'x) is a resolution of
qx+1-'(Y)/qx+í-'

embeddedin r^Hom^ß^,

A^-).

Proof. Consider the exact sequence Q*x—* ß* =*ß*<>and its dual
Hom^ß*,.,,

Kx) -w Hom y(Û*Y,Kx) ~> Hom y(Q*x, Kx).

Remark. Dubois [D] has shown that the C.M.H.C. defined in [H III] are unique
up to quasi-isomorphisms respecting the Hodge filtration F only. This leads also to
the concept of regular forms on a singular variety.

III. M.H.S. of an embedded variety. Let X be a smooth variety and i: Y -» X a
closed embedding, j: X — Y — X the open embedding. We want to construct the
M.H.S. of y using the exact sequence

0 -*j,Zx_Y-+ Zx^ /„Zy-0.
To simplify the proof and notation, we first consider the proper case in detail.

Theorem III.1.1. With the notation of hypothesis 1 in Part I, let Kx (resp. KY,, Kx.)
denote the C.M.H.C. described in I for the smooth and complete variety X (resp.
N.C.D. y and X'). Then the M.H.S. on the cohomology of the variety Y can be

described by the following C.M.H.C. mixed cone:

I
ky.x - CM\RP*Kx'

¡"-Tip
-*

\
RP*Kr ® Kx •
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The canonical isomorphism ZY — Rp^Ky, -> KY x gives a long exact sequence of

M.H.S.
i'*-Tr/>

0-H'(X',C)

-

H'(Y',C)®H'(X,C)

Tip/Y+i*

-

/T'(y,C)->0

which shows that:

(1)0- //'(X', C) - Gif H'(y, C) © //'( A-,C) - Chf //'(y, C) - O¿sexací.
(2) Gr* H\Y, C) « Gif H'(y, C)/or 9 < i.
(3) Gr^ ff '( Y,C) = Oforq>iandq<

0.

I want to state also the following elementary formulation of the theorem.
Theorem III.1.1'. With the notation of hypothesis 1 in Part I, the canonical M.H.S.
on the cohomology of the variety Y is defined by the bifiltered cone in C+ F2( X, C):

K^x=CMiRpßx'm~^PRpß*Y,>®Rldßx]j.
To be precise, we mean to choose resolutions representing

Rld^ßJ

RpJ&x,, R/^ßy-o

and

such that /"* and Tr p are defined in C+ F2(X,C). Then the filtration W

induced on H*( Y, C) is defined over Q, so that the filtrations W and F induced on
H*(Y,C) give the M.H.S. This construction does not depend on the choices made
above, nor on X nor on X', and is functorial in Y.

Proof. Consider the diagram in D+ ( X, Q):

J<Qx-Y
Tip/X-

Qx

Y Ulpx-y

'*Qy

Tipilp*

RpJ\Qx-r

-

p*yl}Tip/Y

rp*Qx

'-> >*RPy,*Qt

The lines are triangles, and the composed morphism Tr p ° p* is the identity. We
deduce easily the following quasi-isomorphism:
Py

i

'* —Tr

i*QY~C\Rp*Qx'

\

- '/.R/^Q^.eRId.Q*).

We can use, for example, dualizing complexes Dx, in ObC+(A", Q) and Dx in

Ob C+ ( X, Q) to represent the Gysin morphism in C+ ( X, Q) [V]:
Tr/?: p^Dx\~2n - 2] - Dx[-2n -2],

dim X?= n + 1,

and Godement resolutions to represent ;'* in C+ (X, Q):

Then we find a complex K with quasi-isomorphisms

K~p*Lr[-2n-2]

in C+ ( X, Q):

and K^pJ}(Qx.)

such that /'* and Tr p are defined together on A".
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Define the filtration W as follows:

K$x=Cm[rP&x'

-Tr\R/>y„Qr<-,©RId,Q,

The normalisation. If we change the choice of resolutions, we get a commutative

diagram in D+(X,Q):
Pr s>

'*Qy

Ky.X

U
Pr »
^

A"'Qy
A Y.X

where A^ is the new complex, and the isomorphism / in D+ F(X, Q) is defined in
the Remark 0.2.5 in a noncanonical way. The diagram is commutative however
because/?* factors through R/?y jQr(.) whose embedding in K^x commutes with I. We
call this fact a normalisation of A"^. The morphism (Trp)/Y + i„ is an inverse to

p*YinD+(X,Q).
We define KY x in the same way, where we use Hom(ß*i,, A^.)[-2« — 2] to define
Tr /?, since K'x, is the dualizing complex for 0^,-modules.
The filtered isomorphism. We have in D+ F(X, C) the canonical isomorphisms

*P*Qx ® C - R/>„QUb/*R/?y,,Qy,-,
® C - tJkpyjPrn
and A Id* Q^ ® C - R Id* ü*x. Using Remark 0.2.5, we deduce the following noncanonical isomorphism in D+ F(X, Q):
(K?X,W)®C^(K^X,W).
But the normalisation property still gives us a commutative diagram in D+ (X, C):

¿*Qy®C
ii
'*cy

~*

/*R/>y,*Qr,,®C
U
i*R/'y,*^*"-1

~*

K*X®C
11
^y,*

In conclusion we have the following lemma.

Lemma III.1.2. (1) With the notation above, we define a C.M.H.C. KY x on X, as
follows:
(i) ;*Zy in ObD+(X,Z).
(ii)

(A-^,H/)

= Cw(R/?,Qr'*-TrPi;R/;y,py„,©RId,Q^)

in ObD+F(X,Q).
(iii) A canonical isomorphism in D+ ( X, Q):

«: '*Qy - '*R/>y,*Qr<-'
- *£*•
(iv)

(AT^H/.F)
in Ob D+ F2(X,C).

= Cw(R/?A,'*"irP/,R/?y^*y,,,ffiRId,fi*,)
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(v) A noncanonical isomorphism in D+ F(X, C):

1

{k£x,w)®c^{k£x,w).

I

(2) This C.M.H.C. has the following normalisation data:
(i) A canonical isomorphism in D+ ( X, C):

P*y'■
'*Cy "* '*R/'y,*^y"->~*ky,x(ii) A commutative diagram in D+ ( X, C):

i,Qy®C

-a

K£x®C

n

u
Pr

*;cy

-

k^x®c

(3) The compatibility property. Let K'Yx be a different C.M.H.C.
above with different choice of resolutions, then there exist isomorphisms

{K$x,W)=>(K'yqx,W)

inD+F(X,Q)

(K^x,W,F)^(K'ycx,W,F)

constructed as

and

inD+F2(X,C)

whose restriction to D+(X, Q) and D+(X, C) is compatible with the normalisation
data. Furthermore we have a diagram in D+ F( X, C):

(K*X,W)®C

-

(k£x,w)

it

n

{K?X,W)®C

Z

(K'YCX,W)

whose image in D+ (X, C) is commutative, since it is compatible with normalisation.

Proof of theorem, continued. Applying the functor of global sections, we find
a M.H.C. RT^, KY x) quasi-isomorphic to RT(y Qy). Now Deligne's fundamental theorem on C.M.H.C. gives us a M.H.S. on H*(Y).
Independence of choice of resolutions. Consider the following diagram:

{RY(X,K?X),W)®C

Z

11

(RY(X,K^X),W)

11

{RY(X,K$x), W)®C

Z

(RY(X, Kfx), W)

Since this diagram is commutative in D+ C and compatible with normalisation, we
have the following commutative diagram on cohomology:

H*(Y,Q)®C

Z

H*(X,Kyix®C)

Z

U
H*( X, K'?x ®C)

H*(X,K£X)

u
Z

H*( X, K'YCX)
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This diagram is also compatible with filtrations since the corresponding isomorphisms used underlie filtered isomorphisms.
Remark. The "second homotopy" problem prevents us from obtaining the
functorial C.M.H.C, however "Normalisation" allows us to obtain the functorial
M.H.S. independent of the choice of /': Y -» X or p: X' -* X. We could expect that,
since we have shown in Part I that the M.H.S. obtained are those of Deligne.
However, in order to be completely independent of [H III], we prove the functoriality in the Appendix.
Remarks. 1. The fact that the long exact sequence splits into short exact
sequences has been fundamental in Part I; here it also plays a role in getting the
independence of the choices in the construction of the C.H.M.C. In §IV we need to
introduce a similar fact.
2. The complex KXY is a resolution of the sheaf Cy. We may obtain in this way the
DeRham cohomology of an algebraic variety, embeddable in a smooth variety.
2. Cohomology with support on Y.

Proposition III.2.1. With the notation of Theorem III. 1.1, the canonical M.H.S. on
H*( X, C), the cohomology of X with support on Y, is defined by the bifiltered cone

Ä=CM(RId,ß*/*^*R/?Ä<y>).
Proof. As before, we mean that the filtration W on HY( X, C), deduced by means
of the spectral sequence, is already defined over Q, and the M.H.S. obtained is
independent of any choice. We can prove this again using the triangle

Rry(*,c)-Rr(*,c)-Rr(A'-

y,c).

Proposition III.2.2. The dual complex to KY x in Theorem III. 1.1
K'YtX= CM(RPifKr(X')®

KX"~SRp^Kx^

where the C.M.H.C. KY(X') for cohomology of X' with support in Y' is given in §1,
defines the canonical M.H.S. on H*(X, Z), the cohomology of X with support on Y,
via the projection

KYX^TMRPjtKY.(X')
Corollary

- FRryZ^.

Tip

III.2.3. (i) We have long exact sequences of M.H.S.:

(i)

^#'-'(*-

(2)

0^HY(X,C)

y,c) ^ hy(x,c) ->h'(x,c) -*#'(*- y,<9-»,
-♦» H'Y.(X',C)®H,(X,C) — H'(X',C)->0.
p*+ i,
i'*—p*

(ii)

0 - GtfHyiXX)
0 - Grf H'-'(X-

- Gr™HY.(X',C)© H'(XX) - H'(X'X) -* 0,

y,C) -» Gr,^HY(X,C) -* H'(X,C) ->Grf H'(X-

Y,C)
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and

Gr^HY(X,C) - Gt?Hy,(X',C)

for q * i,

GrqvHi~\X- y,C) * Grf//f(A-,C) /<?/•</>/
a«¿ Gr^ HY(X, C) = 0 /i?/-i>\

andqg

[i, 2/ - 2].

3. M.H.S. on the cohomology of a quasi-projective variety. Let y be a subvariety of
a smooth and complete variety X. Denote by V the closure of l- in I and
Z — V — Y the border of Y, and consider the diagram (D):

(D)

Z"
I

-*

F"
I

-» X"
lq

z'

-+ V

-* X'

I
Z

I
K

-»

->

Ip
X

The morphism /? is obtained by a sequence of blowings up with centers above Z,

such that Z' = /?"'Z becomes a N.C.D. in A" and X' - Z' ^ X - Z. The variety K'
is the inverse p~xV. The morphism q is obtained by successive blowings up over V

such that V" = q~iV becomes a N.C.D. in X" and A"' - V" ^ X' - V ^ X - V.
We can suppose also Z" = g ~'Z' is a N.C.D. in X". Consider the subdiagram (D')

of(D):

y ~ V" - Z"
(D')

Theorem
KX,(Z'))

'-* X" - Z"

<?yi

|?

Y~V'-Z'

'-* A" - Z'

i-

A""- V"
Ji(J

*-

A" - V

III.3.1. With the previous notation, let KX„(Z")

denote the C.M.H.C.

(resp. Ky..(Z"),

described in I for the open smooth variety X" — Z"

(resp. the open N.C.D. V" — Z" and the open variety X' — Z'). The M.H.S. on
H*(Y,Z), the cohomology of Y, can be described by the following C.M.H.C. mixed
cone:

KY,x=CM(Rq,Kx,._z.'

t~-?I"i&qY<JCv..(Z")®Kx,(Z')}

where the morphism Trq is dual to q*: Kx,_z,o -» Kx„_z.,f> for cohomology with
compact support, and the canonical isomorphism qY: ZY -» Ky„(Z") -» A"y z gives the
exact sequences of M. H. S. :

0 - H'(X" - Z",C)'

^TrV(F"

- Z",C)

®H'(x' - z',c)
which shows that Gr*H\Y,C)

(Tiq)/Y + i"

-»

//'(yc)-o

= 0 for q E [0,2/].

A more elementary formulation of Theorem III.3.1 is as follows.
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Theorem 111.3.1'. With the previous notation, the canonical M.H.S. on H*(Y,C)
the cohomology of Y, can be described by the bifiltered cone

K^x=CM{Rqßx„(Z")'

*-Tr%;R^y,^*„(,<Z">+

RId„ß£.<Z'>)

via the canonical isomorphism qY: RT(y, C) -» RT(y', C) -» Rr(A"yA-). The morphism Trq is defined as dual to the morphism q*: ßj,_z,<-) -» Rq^*x.,_z.,o which is
defined for cohomology with compact support since q is proper.

Proof. Analogous to the previous proper case. Here we use the simplicial
resolution of open N.C.D. V" — Z", which has been given in §1.5.
Proposition III.3.2. The dual C.M.H.C. K'YX to the previous cone KY x gives rise
to short exact sequences

0 -» H[(Y)"+(Z)/YH[(X' - Z') ® H[(V" - Z")'*-*" Hf(X" - Z") -» 0.
4. M. H. S. on the cohomology with compact support.

Proposition III.4.1. With the previous notation, the canonical M.H.S. on HY(X, C),
the cohomology of X with support on Y, can be described by the bifiltered cone

tKlx=CM{RY(X',üx,(Z'))J"^q'RY(X",üx„(V"))
where q* is induced by q: X" - Z" -* X' - Z' andj"* byj": X" - V" -> X" - Z".
We get the long exact sequence of M.H.S.:

-*HY(X) ^Hl(X-Z)

-*H\X-

V) -*

or by Poincaré isomorphism

-^H,(Y)^Hl(X-Z)^Hl(X-V)^

Proof. Use the triangle Rry( A" - Z') -> RY(X' - Z') -» RY(X' - V).
We have by Poincaré duality:
Proposition

III.4.2. The canonical M.H.S. on H*(Y, C), the cohomologyof Y with

compact support, can be described by the bifiltered cone
** V Y
c"-Y,X

C\

RHom(ß*-„(F">,

K'x„)Tiq°^TJ

RHom(ß*.,<Z'>,

K'x.)

giving rise to the exact sequence of M.H.S.:

- H'~l(YX) - H'(X" - V"X) -» H'(X' - Z',C) - H'(YX) -» •
Proposition

III.4.3. Similarly to the proper case in III. 1.1 the bifiltered cone

Qil"3"'-Z"<>

~* ß*»c)_z»c)© Q*x_z,i-)I

gives rise to exact sequences of M.H.S.:

0 - H'(X" - Z",C) - H&V"- Z",C) + H'(X' - Z'X) - Ht(JX) - 0.
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IV. Applications to relative cohomology.
1. Let y be a proper variety over C, and i: S -* ya closed embedding. To make
the proof simpler, suppose i(S) contains the singularities of Y. Consider the

following diagram:
Y"=S"UY'

where X and X" are ambient smooth and complete varieties, and q is obtained by
successive blowing-up such that S" is a N.C.D., and Y" = q'xY has normal
crossings and contains the desingularisation Y' of y as a component, and S' = S" D

y is a N.C.D. in Y', and finally X" - S" - -S and Y' - S' - Y - S - Y" - S".
Verdier was convinced that the M.H.S. on Hg(Y,C) should depend on the normal
bundle of S" in Y'. We want to compute the second term WE2 of the spectral
sequence in terms of S' and the first Chern class Cx(Ns,/r) of the normal bundle of
the components S¡ of 5" in Y' in the sense of the corollary at the end of this section.
Proposition IV. 1.1. With the above notation, the canonical M.H.S. can be defined
on the cohomology Hg(Y, Z) of Y with support on S, by the M.H.C. cone
-q*s.

RY(S") [-1,-1]

CM=CM\RYS„(Y")®RY(S)

where Rrs„(y") (resp. Rr^RIXS"))
denotes M.H.C. giving the M.H.S. on
H*,(Y") (resp. H*(S), H*(S")). The canonical isomorphism H*(Y,Z) =s H*(C%)
gives rise to the exact sequences

O^H'(Y)

qs+i*

Proposition

H^S") - 0.

HL.(Y") <BH'(S)
° i*

i

qs

IV. 1.2. With the above notation, we can use the cone

c;, = cJRiV(y')©Rr(s)

RY(S') [-1,-1]

to get the M.H.S., on H%(Y,Z). The canonical isomorphism H%(Y,Z) - H*(Ctf)
gives the exact sequence

^H'(Y)Pi+^°UH^(Y')®H'(S)'

a'^q,SH'(S')ZH^\Y)^

.

Proof. As usual we work out the elementary formulation with C^ and C^. The
two propositions are similar, so we have included the first to get a simple proof of
the naturality of the M.H.S. In fact, as one can see in the long exact sequence, the
M.H.S. on H'S(Y,C) is just induced by the direct sum H^..(Y",C) © H\SX). This
follows from the existence of a retraction of q% + i* ° /* induced by Tr q:

H'S..(X"X) -» H^(XX), which gives rise to Trq/Y: H'S.,(Y"X) - H'S(YX) such
thatTr<//y°<7f = Id.
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We have a natural restriction from the first cone to the second. The morphism 3 in
the second long exact sequence makes this diagram commutative.

Y \.
H1CY',C)_>

HX(Y - B,C)

The proof of the quasi-isomorphism of each cone with RTs(y, C) is as follows:

Rrs„(y,c)
US

Rrs(y,c)

U Rr(y,c)

U Rr(s"',c)

U*

î qS

U Rr(y.c)

£

Rr(s,c)

The double cone over the 4 terms of the first (resp. second) square is zero, by the
exact sequences on cohomology with support in S and S" (resp. with compact
support in Y" — S" and Y — S). Then the double cone over the morphisms i"* ° i'l
and i* o i, is itself zero. The same proof is valid if we use Y' and 5" instead of Y"
and 5"'. Finally we give examples of resolutions to use: The complex

FM'CM(ß*y.- ß*y,<5'»

in D+F2(Y'X)

gives the filtrations on Rrs,(y, C), then the projection on iïY, gives the morphism /*,
and the restriction to ß*y<>the morphism /'*. For Rrs»(y",C), we use similarly
7^CM(ß*y,.>- ti*r(S)).
Remark. It is more interesting to use the complex Homs,(ßJ-o, A"¿-())to compute
Rrs,(y,C)
but it should be more difficult to construct the morphism ï* ° i'^ into
ßj-o in C+ F2(S', C) (for this resolution).
We are not interested in describing the morphism RT(S, C) -» Rr(5", C) but we
have to show that it exists in C+ F2(C). It is easy to construct the morphism in
homology:

rwRrs.,(A"',c) = RrcM(ß*,., - Q*r.(S"))
RYCM{ttx^Rpßx„(S"))

= TMRYS(X,C).

Then we take the dual with value in K'x (as in 3.2.2 below).
We use the restriction on ß*-o — ß*.o to get the morphism:

Rr(5",C)-^

RIXS'.C).
Once we construct these morphisms separately we can get the morphisms used in
cones.
Remark. The M.H.C. C'Mdefined above depends only on a neighborhood of S in
y. The construction is the same for S an algebraic variety in an analytic neighbor-

hood y
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Remark. The WEXterms of C^ and C'¿f are not equal, but the WE2 terms are the
same.
Corollary

IV. 1.3. We have the following relations:

(1) Gr^H'(Y,
C) - Gr^H'siY', C)) - Gr^H'^Y", Q) - Grf(//'(y - S, C))
GrfH
forp 3s i + 1.

(2) 0 - Gr^H^YX) - Gr^i/¿„(y",C) © Gr^H^SX))

-* Gr^H¡(S"X) - 0

is an exact sequence for p «s /'.
2. The spectral sequence for the W filtration. The coefficients will be in C We have

Gr,^Rrs(y) « Gr/"Rrs,(r) © Gr^RIXS) © r-' Gr£, RIXS").
'"*° «"»-pi
E¡-qRY(S')
F;^Rrs(y) « r-'c F,-^Rrs,(y) © E[-«(s)
where (£,',<?(S), S(5)) will denote WE[-''RY(S). The spectral sequences of RI>(y')
and RT(S') are given in (I); we want to make a slight modification in the middle
terms of the spectral sequence as shown in the diagram:

E°'q

= E°'q(S)

© Hq-2(S-(0))

© Hq(Y')

«.

G

;q-2(s,(o))=Eo,q

■*„G

Ej'^sTrHq(S'(D))

=E^

The morphism G0 is the Gysin map of the embeddings of the components 5/ of S' in
y. So replacing the left side of the diagram by the right side, in the spectral
sequence, we get the following quasi-isomorphic complex E\'q:
E[j,q(p<0)

H2p+q-2(s,
Hq-2

(-p)j

(o)

_£(sl)

_

Hq-1(S'(1))

Hq(S'(D))

■o.q.

8(5)
-0,q

■1,q

Eq'q(p)0)
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To the left, the complex resembles that of Rrs.(y),
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the morphism G, = G(Xi])

— G(\0]) is the Gysin morphism of a0,: 115/ n 5/ -» 115/(resp. A,,) given by the
embeddings of 5/ C\ 5/ in 5/ (resp. 5/ ). It is known that the composed morphism of
the restriction i'* with the Gysin inap G0: Hq~2(S'(0)) -> Hq(S'm) is the cup
product with the first Chern class C¡(Ns¡/r) of the normal fiber bundle to 5/ in Y'.
The matrix of i* ° G0: ©,//?_2(5/) ^©,.//9(5/)
is the dual of the intersection

matrix /: ®Hq(S¡) -*<£>Hq_2(S¡)defined by I(a,) = a, ny,5/.
Corollary
IV.2.1. The cohomology of the above complex E{,q gives the term of
weight q of H%+q(Y,Q). In the middle term /'* ° G0 is the dual of the intersection
matrix.

3. Proposition IV.3.1. With the notation o/IVl.l the followingM.H.C.

cm=cm[ry(y")®ry(s)
C'M=CM\RY(Y')®RY(S)
give, via natural quasi-isomorphism with FRT(y),

- Rr(5")|,
i"-pg.
-

Rr(5')

the long exact sequences of M.H.S.

0 -> H'(Y) - H'(Y") ® H'(S) -» H'(S") -> 0

->H'(Y)'

¥ 7/'(y)©7/'(5)'

J H'(S') -»•••.

The proof uses only the previous methods. We give in the Appendix the morphism
RT(5) -» RT(5") on the complex level. The "normalisation property" as in III.1.1
applies to CM and explains the freedom on the choice of morphisms in the
construction of the cone. This applies to C'M,by restriction from CM, though it does
not have normalisation.
Remark. (1) Inductive argument. The idea in the proposition is to describe the
M.H.S. of y via its desingularization. In fact we use the M.H.S. of the singular set 5.
We may use the same proposition for 5, in an inductive argument. For simplicity, we
suppose the singularity of 5 contained in a smooth variety Z.

Construct the diagram; first we get the desingularization 5' of 5, embedded in Y",

and define Z" = p]\Z) inducing on 5' the N.C.D. Z', and 5" =/?,1(S). Then
desingularize Y'{ such that S" =/>"'(S'{), Z" = p\\Z'{), Z = p~\Z') and 5' =
/?"'(5') are all N.C.D. Then we have a resolution of Zy by the double cone
constructed after the following scheme, and involving only N.C.D.
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By repeating the normalization argument, we can see that the spectral sequence of
the double cone gives the natural M.H.S. of Y.
2. The statement of the proposition involving the complex C'M does not use the
ambient smooth variety.
3.2. Spectral sequences.
3.2.1. With the previous notation, we give the spectral sequence of F^'Qf with
respect to the filtration W.

Grf(y) = Grf(y) © Gif(S) © T~xGr?+x(S'),
E¡'"(Y) = F-'C(£,-•<?(y) + E¡'«(S) -* E¡-q(S')).
Remark. The F, terms depend on the choice of the C.M.H.C. but the F2 terms are
natural. By an inductive argument (Remark in 3.1) we may suppose Ep'q(S) = 0 for
p £ [0, dim 5] or q E [0,2 dim 5] (these conditions are not satisfied for C.M.H.C.
involving the ambient space).

3.2.2. Let Rs (resp. Ay) be a C.M.H.C. giving the M.H.S. on the cohomology of 5
(resp. y). Suppose Rs and RY are constructed as in Remark 3.1. Then the dual
'RY = RHom(Ay, K'Y) gives the M.H.S. on H^(Y). The spectral sequence of the

bifiltered complex 'RY —TMRHom(Qf, K'Y)is dual to 3.2.1:
Ep-q('RY) = (E{p--"(Y') © E¡-p--q(S) ® E;p~u-q(S'))*
where * means dual in C.

Appendix to Part II, §111.1.
1. Functoriality.
Lemma 1.1. Let f: Y -» Z be a closed embedding of complete varieties, and i: Z -» X
a closed embedding in a complete and smooth variety X. The morphism f* : H*( Z, C) -»
H*(Y, C) is a morphism of M.H.S. computed with the embeddings i and i ° f.

Proof. Consider the following diagram (D):

Y"

f"
-*

I
Y'

r
-

I
^

I
Y

Z"

Z'

<?i
^

I
f
->

Z

X"

A"

pi
-

X

-—**-m
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where we start by blowing up y in a N.C.D. Y' in X' and we put Z' = p']Z. Then

we blow up Z' in a N.C.D. Z" in X" such that Y" = q~lY' is also a N.C.D. in A"'.
We have seen in II.5 that the Gysin morphisms

(Tr q)/Y: R(p ° q)/Y,*QY„(-)- R/?/y,*Ôy,(,

in D+F( A",Q),

(Tr </)/y: R( /? o q)/Y* ß*„<->- R/?/y*

in D+ F2(X, C)

ß^c,

are well defined and compatible. The same is true for

Trq:R(poq)ifQx„^Rp^x

and

Trq: R(p ° q)ja*„ -, Rpß*x,.

We need to consider as an intermediate step the following complex:

K?„ = CM(R(poq)X!x>T

?)-°"

Kyi, = CM(R(p o q)ß*x,.^(i

r(/°/),R(/?°^)^Qr„-,©RId,Q^,

o f)jfR(p o 9)y^*,,(0 © Rld.ß*.)

with usual compatibility. We may denote this data by KY„. Then we have morphisms

inD+F(X,Q):

C#(Id, /"*© Id): K2<x->Kyl and C$(Trq,(Trq)Y © Id): K?. - K*x.
The same is true in D+ F2(X, C). As before these constructions are compatible with
the normalisation data in D+(X, Q) or D+(X, C). The only new point to check is
the commutativity of the diagram:

'*°(/>°<?)z,*Qz"

pSi0Jï*(P0rir-*Qr"(ri2/Y

(iofï*PY.*Qr

Hp°«yz

U*r

i*Qz

'-+

('°/)*Qy

which follows from the fact (Tr q)/Y ° qY = Id.
Remark. We have defined morphisms/*0: Kgx -* AT^in D+ F(X,Q) and/*c:
Kzx

-» Ay x in D+ F2(X, C) but since we have made arbitrary

choices, we do not

have compatibility in D+ F(X, C) but only in D+ (X, C).
1.2. Independence of the blowing up of Y in X. Let px : X\ -> X and p2: X2 -» X be
two blowings up such that/?['(T)

= Y[ andp2\Y)

= y2 are N.C.D. Then consider

X\ ,2 — X} x x X2 — X,

which may be singular in y, 2 = p\\(Y),

and take a desingularisation A"' of A",2 such

that y, 2 becomes a N.C.D. Y" in A"'.

V-->x«

"x7^\

/
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Then it will be enough to compare ( Y", X") to each ( YJ, A,'). This can be done with
the method above using the Gysin morphism X" -» X\.
Lemma 1.3. Let i: Y =* X be a closed embedding in the proper smooth variety X over
C, and let Z be a proper and smooth variety, and YlY: Y X Z -* Y the first projection.

The morphism YlY: H*(Y, C) -» H*(Y X Z, C) is a morphism of M.H.S. deduced by
means of the embeddings Y -» X and Y X Z -> X X Z.
Proof. Consider the diagram in III. 1 and its product by Z as follows.

V (-

V

X' «-

\

n'

Y <\i

x Z

X'

x Z

Y x Z

X f-

X

TT

X x Z

We can construct morphisms:

c°(n'*,n'y*

©n*):n*A-^-A-Qxz^xz

in d+f(xx

z,q)

and the same with coefficients in C in the category D+ F2(XX Z, C), commuting
with normalisation so as to get a commutative diagram in D+ (X, C).

(TT*K* x,U!) ® E * (ir*K*

(KYxZ,XxZ'W)

,U)

* t \(KïxZ,XxZ'U)

rt*UYxZ 9 l

These diagrams guarantee that the different identifications necessary to get the
natural morphism H*(Y, C) -» H*(Y X Z, C) are induced by M.H.S. identifications
since at the complex level they underlie filtered morphisms. However we get this
compatibility on the cohomology level but not on the complex level.
Proposition
1.4. Let f: Y{ -» Y2 be a morphism of proper varieties which can be
embedded in smooth varieties. Then the natural morphism f*: H*(Y2,C) -* H*(Y¡X)
underlies a morphism of M. H. S. independent of any choice.
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Proof. Let /',: y, -» X] and i2: Y2->X2 be embeddings in proper smooth
varieties. Consider the diagram:
i,X/

IdX/2

^

Xx X Y2

y,
>
/

-*

A1, X A"2

i

i

y2

*2

The second lemma shows that we have a morphism of M.H.S.

(jï*(y2,c),i2)-(fl»(Jr,xr2,c),Mx/2)
where we have exhibited the embeddings used. The first lemma gives us

(//•(a-, x y2,c),idx/2)-(//*(y1,c),/,x(/2o/)).
Now we prove that the M.H.S. on H*(YXX) with respect to /', and i] X (i2 ° /) are
compatible. Consider the diagram:
Y-, 4-

V! * XZ

Id x (i2

. f)
i

X1 <-

x Id

X1 x X2

We get from the second lemma: (7/*(y,,C), i,) -* (H*(Y¡ X X2,C), i, X Id) and
from the first lemma: (H*(Y¡ X X2,C), i2 X Id) -* (H*(YUC), i, X (i2 ° /)).
2. Lifting to morphism of M.H.C. In fact, for technical reasons, we are going to
work in homology.
Proposition

2.1. Let f: y, -* Y2be a morphism of projective varieties. There exists

a lifting of the morphism of M.H.S. on homologyf^: H^Y^) ~»H^(Y2) to the M.H.C.
levelf*: CY¡ -* CYf
Proof.

First we prove two lemmas as above in 1.

Lemma 2.1. With the notation of Lemma 1.1, let Kx, Kx,_ Y,and Kx„_z„ denote the

C.M.H.C. ofX, X' - y and X" - Z". Define
Ky=Cm{kx^RPííKx,_y)

and

Kz = CM( Kx - R(/? o q),Kx„_z„).

Then the morphism Tr /: Ay -» Az is defined and induces the morphism H*(X)
HZ(X).

-*

Proof. Consider the restriction r*: R(p ° q)*Kx,._z„ -» Rp^Kx,^Y, and then the
trace Tr/ = CM(Id, r*). We must show that

Kf®Q

-> K$

♦

Af®Q

♦

-.

K§

K?®C
♦

K$®C

~

K$
4*

=* K/.
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and commutative diagrams in D+ Q and D+ FC respectively. We recall that the lack
of commutativity comes from the fact that morphisms are defined up to homotopy.
In this case, since Kx = Zx and A"£ = Qx, the morphisms are canonically defined.
Lemma 2.2. With the notation of Lemma 1.3, define KY and KYXZ as above. We
have a natural isomorphism

RY(X, KY) ®RY(Z,

KZ)^RY(XX

Z, KYXZ)

and a trace Tr <n:RY(X, Ky) ® RY(Z, Kz) -* RY(X, KY) deducedfrom the trace on
Z, inducing Trtr: HYXZ(XX Z) -> HY(X).
Proof continued.

For any variety V, denote by Kv the C.M.H.C. as in the

lemmas above, and 'Kv its dual as explained in §11 of Part II. With the notation of

1.4, we have the following morphisms of M.H.C:
VLT(x1xx2,KYi,i1x(i2of))

-+

Rr(í,xx2,*:,i)<y¡,i<ix/2)
RT(X2,Ky2,i2).

Lemma 1.2

Still following the proof of 1.4, we have
RT(XiXX2,KY],iiX(i2of))

-,

RT(x]XX2,KY¡Xy2,t]Xld)

RT(Xy,KY¡,,,).

Lemma 1.2

The composition is a quasi-isomorphism; we use its inverse and we use the
isomorphism given by the " independence of the blowing up" to identify

Rr^x^,^,,-,

X/2o/)

in the two rows.
Remark 2.3. Using the Mixed Cone of such a morphism we get a M.H.S. on the
relative homology of /.
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